Abstract Infections are of unifying global concern, despite regional differences in disease epidemiology, clinical appearance and the instruments to tackle them. The primary aim of Infection is ''to be a forum for the presentation and discussion of clinically relevant information on infectious diseases… from all over the world''. To that end, and as a reflection of the global burden of infectious diseases, we intend to increase the number of high-quality contributions from authors addressing the aetiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases from outside Europe and the affluent North (Chang et al.
Abstract Infections are of unifying global concern, despite regional differences in disease epidemiology, clinical appearance and the instruments to tackle them. The primary aim of Infection is ''to be a forum for the presentation and discussion of clinically relevant information on infectious diseases… from all over the world''. To that end, and as a reflection of the global burden of infectious diseases, we intend to increase the number of high-quality contributions from authors addressing the aetiology, pathogenesis, diagnosis and treatment of infectious diseases from outside Europe and the affluent North (Chang et al. In light of the rapidly growing body of knowledge on the global control of infectious diseases, as well as the recent enormous investments that have been made in this field, there is an ever-increasing need to provide the appropriate platform to research results. The changing epidemiology of infectious diseases on a large scale may also change the order of magnitude on which those diseases are encountered in Europe. For example, with the epidemology of Chagas' disease, one of the infectious diseases propagated by the current global urbanization trend, changing rapidly to an urban pattern, this condition is expected to be encountered more frequently as an imported disease [3] [4] [5] . Travellers now reach every corner of the globe, frequently returning home with unwanted-even life-threateningsouvenirs [6, 7] and occasionally sporting unexpected diseases not necessarily always fitting into the scheme of what epidemiologists know or expect [8] [9] [10] .
There is a strong move towards a better control of neglected tropical diseases [11] ; it is no longer a taboo to think about malaria elimination, if not eradication, because it has become an achievable goal. With its broad scope, Infection has the capacity to serve as a platform for discussion of those important topics. Moreover, international collaboration among centres of excellence has been recognized as vital in both the clinical and the laboratory settings. Large clinical, epidemiologic and laboratory networks throughout the world are increasing their work in surveillance and research (Eurotravnet/GeoSentinel, Tropnet, Envid, Goarn, among others). Infection relies on those networks to cover the variety of infectious diseases which are moving throughout the world and to prompt professionals to face the increasing burden of new and unexpected experiences.
Against this backdrop, the scientific attention of Infection's ''international section'' will be focusing on preventive medicine on the one hand, through reporting on progress on vaccinations, chemoprophylaxis and disease prevention strategies, and practice-related laboratory and clinical medicine on the other, including case reporting, which should not be underestimated as a clinical learning tool [12] .
It will be important to keep the readers of Infection informed of not only important new developments in this section, but also to show examples of imported diseases using concise and outstanding case reports and manuscripts in the ''Images'' section that represent clinical pictures with an effect of ''first sight diagnosis''.
Although a broad range of journals specifically address travel medicine, tropical infectious diseases and related public health issues, it is still not only desirable but necessary to see more journals, in this case Infection, expand into this area, reflecting the fact that infectious agents and infectious diseases respect neither geographical borders nor medical specialty boundaries.
